Program A

Program B

The Files by Mack Taylor & Jade Jensen
From the long intense hours at the lab to the observational findings of a crime
scene, join the detective squad, investigating an enigmatic homicide.

Lake Road by Ivy Watson & Sebastian Smith
Cracking bones, walking on snow, rain falling and fire burning. An auditory
murder mystery thatallows you within ear shot of the suspect.

The Wish by Chelsea Cossens & Anika Dennis
have your biggest wish come true, by drinking a potion in which we will brew.
clasp the object in your hand, and draw in the magick from the land.

To Soar above the Shadows by Emily Marriott & Amelie Wilkins
Tell me I can do this dear, I need some help to try.
You’ll be able to do it dear, you’ll be able to fly.

Wasted Space by Beth Mackiewicz, Ben Buchanan & Fran Kelly
Submerge yourself into a deep sea diving adventure where you will encounter
wonderous wildlife in the bathroom.

Slumber by Jhia-Rose Maiolo & Niamh Mathers
You’re invited to a girl’s night in! Join us for the sizzling goss, crushes,
disco dances, laughs, tears and most importantly who is hot and who is not.

I Wonder by Zoe Edwards & Claudia Thompson
Immerse yourself in the untold stories of a hospital. Experience a heart-warming
story all tucked into one elevator. Warning: Confined Spaces

Together Alone by Rosalind Miners
Make space for quiet contemplation and experience a time of creative peace.

Heightened Senses by Hannah Rivers & Cara Jeffree
A blind person sees more than anybody because they rely on their imagination to
let them see everything. Warning: Sensory Deprivation

Messenger by Todd Christidis & Alex Hondros
You are our only hope of survival, I’ll tell you what you need to know but I
must be quick, they’re coming!

